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Background

The dependence on Google by all levels of researchers today is well 

documented and will continue to grow with the rise of millennials. Reasons for 

the popularity of using Google include reliability, ease, quickness, and ability to 

auto-correct search queries.  While Google is known as a reliable search 

engine for finding all kinds of information, Google Scholar tends to be where 

researchers go for scholarly research.

At the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Main Library, the workshop 

Google For Scholars has been created to assist researchers in effectively 

using Google for their research beyond Google Scholar.  The goal of the 

workshop is to demonstrate how Google Advanced Search, Google Books, 

Google Images, and Google Scholar can all contribute from the beginning to 

the end of the research process.  Additionally, the workshop uses Google to 

teach researchers about information literacy concepts such as evaluating 

sources, credibility, copyright, public domain, and library databases.

Going Beyond Google Scholar: 

Rethinking Google For Scholarly Research

Type

• Photo

• Clip Art

• Animated

• Face

Size/Color

Usage Rights

• Reuse with modification

• Reuse

• Noncommercial reuse

• Noncommercial reuse with 

modification

Google translation of Boolean 

operators

• This exact word or phrase = 

quotations

• Any of these words = OR

• None of these words = Minus 

Sign

Fields

• Site/domain

• Language

• Last Update (time frame)

Scholar profiles

Metrics

• Author impact factor

• Journal impact factor

Library link

• Provides access to articles 

through library discovery 

system

“Cited by” feature

• Searches for articles that 

cited a source

Books and serials available

Access

• Preview

• Free Full Access

In text searching

Find books in nearby libraries

• Introduction to Inter Library 

Loan

Allows researchers to find 

images that can be used 

for research presentations 

and posters

Usage rights provides the 

opportunity for the 

instructor to introduce the 

importance of copyright

Scholar profiles give 

researchers the ability to 

track articles published, 

their impact score (h-

index), and increase 

scholarship visibility

Library link naturally 

introduces library 

databases to researchers 

for finding full access to 

articles

Access to public domain 

sources as well as in-text 

search capabilities that can 

assist in finding information 

quickly for citations

Introduction to copyright 

and ownership issues 

involving digitized books 

and serials as well as 

explaining public domain

Introduces researchers to 

Boolean searching and the 

ability to filter by 

government and 

educational websites

Instructor can introduce the 

importance of evaluating 

the credibility of sources 

through the site/domain 

feature

Advanced Search Google Images

Google ScholarGoogle Books

Workshop Overview

Active Learning

Active learning is an important concept to foster a successful learning 

environment.  Each feature in Google is best utilized if the participants actively 

use them with the instructor.  It is also important to build on participants’ 

interests by using relevant demonstration examples which can be done by 

asking participants about their major or program at the beginning of the 

workshop.

Assessment

Assessment for Google For Scholars is through “Minute Papers” at the end of 

the workshop.  Each assessment asks participants to identify one aspect they 

learned or found helpful and to identify something they want to learn more 

about.
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